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populations"and"sampled"only"6"tetraploids"and"9)12"diploids"for"each"population."We"only"considered"sites"in"which"all"individuals"had"a"sequencing"depth"of"at"least"8x,"using"the"common"allele"of"24"A.*lyrata"genomes"as"the"reference"allele.""" Since"demographic"analyses"are"potentially"sensitive"to"an"enrichment"of"high)frequency"alleles"due"to"misspecification"of"the"ancestral"allele,"we"attempted"to"correct"the"three)dimensional"AFS"for"mispolarized"alleles"using"the"following"extension"of"the"technique"described"in"Baudry"and"Depaulis"(2003)."Although"we"excluded"sites"with"more"than"two"segregating"bases"from"analyses,"multiple"mutations"may"occur"at"a"site"and"go"undetected"if"the"same"mutation"occurs"twice"within"the"species"tree."We"calculated"the"probability"of"a"biallelic"site"experiencing"multiple"mutations"using"the"proportion"of"triallelic"sites"in"the"sample,"empirically"derived"estimates"of"transition"and"transversion"rates,"and"equation"3"in"Baudry"and"Depaulis"(2003)."After"an"uncorrected,"unfolded"3D"AFS"was"obtained"from"the"data,"we"constructed"a"folded"3D"AFS."We"multiplied"each"entry"in"the"folded"3D"AFS"by"the"empirically"obtained"probability"of"a"biallelic"site"experiencing"more"than"one"mutation"to"obtain"frequency)specific"proportions"of"mispolarized"alleles."We"used"these"proportions"to"reorient"a"proportional"number"of"alleles"in"the"respective"unfolded"category"(Figure"S12).'" To"construct"95%"parametric"bootstrap"confidence"intervals"(CIs),"we"simulated"the"same"number"of"sites"used"in"the"analysis"100"times,"using"linkage"blocks"of"260bp"(insert"size)"for"the"RADseq"dataset"or"5kb"for"the"IndSeq"and"PoolSeq"datasets,"and"a"population"recombination"rate"that"is"roughly"twice"as"large"as"the"population"mutation"rate."We"estimated"the"mean"population"recombination"rate"per"bp"using"LDhat"(Auton"and"McVean"2007)"on"diploid"whole)genome"sequences,"specifically"from"an"800kb"segment"on"chromosome"2"in"four"individuals"from"population"D3."We"chose"this"chromosomal"segment"due"to"even"and"high"sequencing"depths."For"each"simulated"dataset,"we"ran"50"instances"of"fastsimcoal2"to"infer"the"MLEs"of"parameter"values,"which"were"then"used"to"construct"confidence"intervals."" In"order"to"obtain"absolute"values"for"model"parameters,"a"mutation"rate"must"be"specified."We"calculated"the"mutation"rate"for"noncoding"and"4fold)
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